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OESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAlliF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Tarboro Historic District
I.

General, Geographic Description

Tarboro is a small coastal plains town which has served as 11 political and regional
trade center since its establishment at the upper terminus of navigation of the
Tar River in 1760. The present character of the historic district of the town is
a pleasant combination of many contrasting, complementary elements--of small-town
graciousness and considerable energy and bustle; of large historic natural open
spaces (including the cOllunon, the riverside area, and notable churchyards) and
densely filled commercial and residential blocks; of handsome and well-preserved
tree-lined residential avenues and the contemporary industrial and compact original commercial areas that produced them; of a substantial number of early days
of the town and an important collection of houses, shops, churches, and industrial
buildings of the postwar growth era; and n remarkable blend of the Old South charm
associated with the historic town, and tt.e New South energy of postwar industrialization that made the town what it is today. In the 1950s and 19608 an intensive
modernization and industrialization campaign brought not ollly growth but also
demolition of some important landmarks. including the courthouse and tOlm hall.
Growth continues at present but in the 1970s has been accompanied by an exemplary
local preservation program that combines the efforts of the U1uni.cipnl government
and the local citizenry. Th" Common remains open, and the edges be t,,'een the residential and commercial areas remain relatively intact. The chief threat to the
integrity and essential density of both arens is in the occnsional institutional
and comlllercial construction. but more especially in proliferation of parking (and
thus demolition, usually of l'esidential fabric) along the blocks between Hain
Street and the residential areas.
The central area of Tarboro included in the National Register Historic District
retains much of the character of the town ss it developed in the antebellum
period, the late nineteenth century early industrializntion era. and the growth
period of the pre-Depression period. The edges of the old section of town. flat
land of the cons tal plain, are defined not by dramatic hills and valleys but
by natural waterways and importnnt open spnces, and crucial UlBlllllnde featureu
such as the railroad.
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Tarboro Multiple Resource Description
NOTE:

Sections and letters like the content and order herein, follow draft
instructions for completing multiple resource nominations.

A.

General Physical Description
Tarboro is a middle-sized coastal plains town of about 10,000 people, which has
served as a county political center and regional trade center since its establishment at the upper limit of navigation of the Tar River in 1760. It is
located on rather flat land typical of the coastal plain, on the north side of
the Tar River. The railroad--the Seaboard Coast, ~ine,formerly the Atlantic
Coast Line--enters the town toward its north end, running diagonally southeast
into town, with branches'extendi~g into town and southward along the main through
side street, Albemarle Avenue. Like many communities, Tarboro has in the period
since World War II, and especially since about 1960, grown rapidly'at,its edge!!,
so that it has a border of suburbli)n residential fabric, as well as a good deal'
of industrial and strip commercial development. At the heart of the town, however,
extending north from the Tar River that gave the town its life, and along the
railroad that continued the town's development from the mid-19th century, survives
a substantial core of historic fabric from the 18th century through the early
20th century. Scattered isolated historic structures also stand in the edge areas.
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The survey of the multiple resource area included the entire area of Tarboro as
it had developed by roughly f~fty years ago--as recorded on'the April, 1931,
map of the town produced by the Sanborn Map Company of New York. (See'Sanborn
M;>.p enclosed .) ,This area is l;>elieved to include all si<;Jnificant or possibly
significant standing resources of Tarboro. This entire area was studied beca~e
much of the town's important historical and architectural development occurred
in the early,ZOth century. The initial survey sought to identify all significant
individual properties and complexes or neighborhoods that maintained their visual
and/or historic integrity. The initial survey revealed, however, that' not all
of the area included retained architectural or historical integrity;, and,that,
in fact, the areas most disturbed by tal demolition; (b) new construction and/or
(c) alteration of individual building.s, wElre those developef! bf;ltween ca. 1900
and ca. 1931. The area whose integrity was le;;IBt distm;bed was the hil?,to):ic
heart, the oldest portion of the community, and the late 19th century-early ZOtll
century residential area north of it.
The following general areas of pre-1931 development were
assessed:
1.
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Cent):al business district, composed of commercial, indust):ial, and
scattered ):esidential fabric. Some intrusions, some demolition, b~t
generally intact. (This is shown on the 1931 Sanborn Map as Sections
1, 2, 3, 4, and lower parts of 7,8, and 9). This area consists of a
dense, traditional g):id of streets, with
, the central "pine, Main Street,
lined with commercial buildings, many;of the late 19th-early 20th century,
and low frame 0): prick industrial buildings of the same era. Th~s area
is included in the National Register district nomination (which see 'for
more detail).
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Tarboro is a significant cOlnmunity historically and architecturally as a small early
riverside trade center it .-retains important elements of many periods of development from
its pre-Revolutionary beginnings at the head of navigation on the Tar River)through an
antebellum growth period,through the successful efforts at industrialization after the
Civil War and continued business growth ~n the early 20th century. Chief survivors of
its early days are the grid plan extending back from the river and the vital open space
of the Common, an important example of early community planning. Scattered, handsome
late 18th and early 19th century dwellings survive, some with early outbuildings. A line
of stylish villas stretching north from the Common is a unique survival of such antebellum
suburban development. These and other dwellings of the period recall the cotton-based
prosperity of the prewar era, as well as the beautiful Calvary Church. Important
concentrations of commercial and industrial buildings alike date from the energetic
efforts of Tarboro businessmen to regain economic strength in the postwar period, and
the town retains an impressive collection of architecture from the period ca; 1867-1900,
including the homes of white and black political and business leaders. The early 20th
century witnessed continued growth in business and housing, expressed in the many fine
commercial buildings and. notable Colonial Revival, bungalow, and other dwellings.
Despite destruction of some of its landmarks in a mid-20th century growth spurt,
Tarboro retains a unique charm all its own. It has a remarkable survival of the
graciousnes!3 of the small. Old South town it was in its early decades--the beautifUl open
spaces of the Common and Calvary Churchyard, the antebellum townhouses and villas with
their broad yards and urban outbuildings, the multitudes of magnolias and other flowering
Southern trees, the presence of old families and older buildings typical of Eastern
North Carolina. Spicing the mixture, however., is the bolder energy characteristic of
the New South generated in Tarboro by determined leaders, old and new, after the War.
Railroad and industrial buildings crowd along the rail and river arteries around the
town, vital collection$ of agriculture-dependent processing and selling operations.
.
Blocks of substantial Victorian and eafly 20th century residential neighborhoods blend
with their older neighbors and include the homes of railroad and industrtal leaders
as well as the workers attracted to town for jobs. This blend is rare. the state haS
several communities where either the prewar grace has survived with little subsequent
growth, or where late 19th and early 20th century development created new towns where
only villages had been before or obliterated the early facric, but few retaining so much
of both times •
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The historic district and associated individual properties included within the
Tarboro Multiple Resource nomination are associated several important broad

patterns of history: the development of inland, riverside trading centers
throughout North Carolina in the eighteenth century; the growth of the
plantation economy in the antebellum period and burgeoning trading and
service communities dependent upon this economy; the late nineteenth century
establishment and SUccess of agriculture-related industry and commerce and
attendant population growth; and increasing urbanization in the early and
mid twentieth century.
B.

Individual buildings and the development of the community in general are
associated with a series of persons significant to the history of the town,
state, and nation.

Craftsmen, business leaders, industrial figures, clerics,

political leaders, educators, and others have played prominent roles in
Tarboro and beyond. A sampling would include Episcopal bishop Joseph Blount
Cheshire II; industrialists W. S. Battle and F. S. Royster; politicians
Thomas Blount, George H. White, and W. E. Fountain; newspaper editors George
Howard, Frank Powell, and John C. Dancy; businessmen David Pender, John L.
Bridgers, and Arthur Horris; architects William Percival and E. G. Lind;
craftsmen Edward Zoeller, Henry C. Cherry, and Charlie Pulley; governor
Henry T. Clark; military figure Louis Wilson, and dozens more.
C.

Tarboro's architecture includes representative examples of domestic
architecture from the late eighteenth through the mid-twentieth century,
and commercial, industrial, and religious buildings from the early nineteenth
century onward. The scale of the community is harmonious, the grid of the
streets remains intact extending back from the river, and the open spaces
of the Town Common and churchyards survive. A few individually outstanding
buildings punctuate the architectural fabric of the town, such as the
Barracks, a romantic villa, and the elegant Gothic Revival Calvary Church
designed by William Percival, and the charming Gothic cottages of the midnineteenth century; earlier dwellings like the Blo~nt House and other
similar traditional houses survive in a regionally significant concentration,

and notable Victorian houses include the Farrar House, Redmond-Shackelford
House, and others.

However, the principal significance of Tarboro's

architecture lies in the totality of its character--the solid and unbroken
rows of commercial buildings lining Hain Street, the gracious lawns and
well-preserved dwellings north of the Common, the functional and sturdy
industrial buildings near the river and Hendricks Creek, the notable
collection of antebellum villas west of North Hain Street, the scattered
churches and their churchyards, the charming repetition and variety of the
sprightly sawn lattice trims of many porches, and other clusters and
relationships that knit the fabric of the town •
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IIMAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
See the bibliography for the district nomination, which is the standard bibliography
for Tarboro, and would be duplicated (at great length) for the Multiple Resource
Bibliography.

IliJGEOGRAPHICAL DATA
See district & individual
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION of Multiple Resource Area. The study area included all of
the area seen as urbanized on the Sanborn Map of 1931 (attached). This is bounded generally
thus: beginning at the mouth of Hendricks Creek, go east along the E. Carolina Railroad to
its junction with St. James Street, then generally northeast to the east end of Wilson Street
along wilson Street to the Town Limit, th~ north along this limit or Hendricks Creek to
Howard Street and the Atlantic Coastline Railroad, then across Howard eastward to its end,
then diagonally along various as seen on and going slightly beyond the edges of the town as
seen on SM
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tion, and on tile east by tile reor (east) property line of the east side of
St. David Street and, southward, by the center line of Pallola Street, and
still farther south, by a line including half a block of St. James Street
cast>lord, then south to the river. This is Been on the enclosed map labeled
"lIousing and Community Development Impact Area Hap," and relabeled "National
Register District, Tarboro, Horth Carolina," and outlined thereupon by a
heavy I,lack line.
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